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The Debate in the Left on the Elections in the United States

The Democratic Socialist of America (DSA), which now claims 70,000 members, will go into
the November 2020 national presidential election endorsing no candidate. The last DSA
Convention voted if Bernie Sanders was not the nominee, it would endorse no one. The
motion, however doe not stop DSA members as individuals from working for or voting for
Biden, and some will work for him while many can be expected to vote for him, despite the
fact that virtually no DSA members actually support him politically.

For the far left, socialists, anarchists ,and anti-capitalistsâEuros"who make up less than one percent of the
populationâEuros"Biden is problematic. The far left joined the progressives in supporting Senator Bernie Sanders, a
liberal in the New Deal mold who ran as a "socialist" against the "billionaire class." But since Sanders dropped out of
the race and endorsed Biden, many on the far left have felt they have no candidate.

Biden is aptly characterized as a neoliberal. As a legislator Biden supported Bill Clinton's reactionary and racist
policies reducing social welfare and creating new criminal codes that increased imprisonment of Blacks and Latinx.
He also faces an allegation of sexual assault, though it has not much affected his support.

Some say Biden is now moving to the left, and they give two reasons. First, Biden and Sanders created a Unity Task
Force that has written a political program, which is at least rhetorically to the left of Biden's historic positions. Second,
the coronavirus crisis and the accompanying economic crisis may force Biden if elected president to adopt
large-scale government economic interventions. Yet the Democratic Party platform has seldom had a significant
influence on presidents once they are elected. Nevertheless, most people in the broad left will vote for Biden in
November.

Outside of DSA are those who support the Green Party, a left party whose candidates for president and
vice-president are Howie Hawkins, a retired truck driver, and Angela Walker, working class activist. The Green Party
candidate Ralph Nader was the party's highest vote getter with 2.7 percent of the vote in 2000, when he was
accused of having cost former vice-president Al Gore the presidency by taking votes from the Democrats. In the
November election, some will vote for Greens in "safe states" where the Democrats are sure to win, but many will be
reluctant to vote for the Green Party in contested states. DSA members are mostly uninterested in the Green Party,
which they see as irrelevant and ineffective.

All of this is part of a bigger debate within DSA about the Democratic Party. Historically, from the 1980s to the 2010s,
DSA generally supported the Democratic Party nominee. DSA founder and political leader, Michael Harrington,
believed the labor unions and the black movement could take over and "realign" the Democratic Party turning it into a
socialist party. A new generation of DSA members in their 20s and 30s supported Bernie Sanders, but opposed the
Democratic Party as a whole. The dominant view within DSA is that it is possible for DSA to use the Democratic
Party ballot line to run socialist candidates or support other progressive candidates, looking forward to a future when
DSA would break away and form a socialist party. A minority wants to create a socialist party now and some of the
old guard prefer to focus on making the Democrats a more progressive party.

At the moment, with Sanders out of the race and with Biden the candidate, the debate about the future of the
Democratic Party seems abstract. Fundamentally pragmatic, most DSA members will quietly vote for Biden, work to
reelect Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio Cortez and other socialist or progressive candidates, and continue their
work in the social movements. The question of building a socialist party is postponed. Others on the left will vote
Green or ignoring the election, work on the movements.
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PS:
If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate
then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing
functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks
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